Just as the fantasy creations
of 1930s motion pictures
would always rise up in a
sequel after being vanquished, Brett Daniels is
planning a return to the
limelight in a new and novel
incarnation. Proving that he
is the “Madonna of Magic,”
Daniels has created a new
role for himself and a
unique production to showcase his talent.
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n April 26 and 27 in Waukesha,
Wisconsin, just west of Milwaukee,
Daniels set up Wohscigam, enabling
a select group of friends and fans to get a
sneak peek at what he has been laboring at
for about seven years. The show was presented both nights to very supportive and
appreciative crowds.
If you’re thinking, however, that this is
going to be a review, stop reading right now.
These exhibitions couldn’t even be classified
as previews; they were more or less “tests”
to gauge how Daniels’ concept will play to
an audience, since this type of show is so
boldly different.
But, what else would you expect from an
entertainer who has been a frequent television show headliner, a theme park magician,
a theme park producer, a cruise ship performer, an illusionist appearing across
America and around the world, “the guy
with all the birds,” and the fellow who
staged a magic act where he had an assistant
who sang throughout the routine?
Now, Daniels reinvents himself again.
The artist, who in some engagements never
uttered a word, speaks throughout
Wohscigam. This new 90-minute murder

mystery and magic hybrid is not
a long-winded lecture. As Brett
points out to the audience, he
has chosen his words carefully,
precisely. It is very much a theatrical performance, filled with
evocative music — both classical and contemporary.
An unsuspecting spectator,
anticipating the usual magic act
mix of “pick a card any card,”
humor, and a scantily-clad lovely assistant bisected for amusement, will be very surprised at
this dark look at homicide,
deceit, swindling, and lots of
pure sleight of hand. There are
no rabbits and there isn’t a
beautiful woman floating in
mid-air. (No floating female in a
Brett Daniels production?) But
is there a levitation of a human
being? Oh, yes, and so much
more. He has created an exhibition of knuckle-busting close-up
feats with playing cards, billiard
balls, watches, coins, and the
venerable Cups and Balls — a
Though the focus of Brett Daniels’ magic in Wohscigam is close-up, there are a couple of
show that all packs easily and
surprise illusions that augment the murder mystery plot.
compactly in four semitrailers!
The spark for this new kind
of magical production, according to Daniels, came from three different things. He enjoyed watching
another magician take a common magical effect and build it up by
weaving a captivating story to hook the audience; he realized that the
classic magic-and-illusion show was moribund from the perspective of
a Las Vegas producer; and he had a desire to create a show that would
include his love of mystery he found in books and motion pictures like
The Sixth Sense and the works of Alfred Hitchcock.
Wohscigam is much more than a magic show. Daniels’ desire to control all aspects of this sensory experience mandated that he provide
every component of the performing experience himself. The building he
selected for his late April showcase experiment had an adequate, raised,
permanent stage complete with curtains and lighting equipment. Yet
none of it was utilized by Daniels and his crew of assistants. He constructed his own raked stage in the style of European opera houses,
where the floor ascends from the front to the rear. (Now you know why
walking away from the audience is referred to as going upstage.) Now
it’s easier to see all the performers in a crowded scene.
Daniels provided the necessary trusses to support all the lighting
equipment and the curtains required to stage the show. The chosen
décor spilled forth from the front of the stage to envelop the audience
with scenic suggestions of a stage door flanked by suits of armor and a
backstage dressing room. Two huge gargoyles spring to life to herald
the opening of the show, and ten flat-panel video monitors let folks in
the back witness the intricate magic in a close-up kind of way.
Once settled in this mysterious environment, Daniels begins to share
a tale of a turn-of-the-20th-century magician who seemed to have a special gift, perhaps a supernatural ability to perform magic acts never
before seen. Such uncommon skill threatened other established performers and, before he could enjoy any success, this wizard genius was
found lying dead at the backstage of a theater, the victim of a nefarious
Brett’s class billiard ball manipulations take on a fourth
plot and foul play.
dimension as the smooth-as-silk act is phantasmagorically
The staging of this cold-blooded murder is one of the riveting
integrated into a vintage film clip.
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Most of Brett Daniels’ productions are classically hallmarked by beautifully painted scenic drops, and this latest show
is no exception. Could this main show backdrop contain a clue?
moments in Wohscigam. Daniels uses an extremely visual theatrical
device to suggest the mortally wounded artist’s lifeblood seeping out of
him. It is not at all gory, but remarkably effective. Throughout the performance, Brett skillfully refers to “violent misdeeds,” and there is not
a moment that relies on anything shocking or visceral, as has become
fashionable for some lowbrow entertainment.

So, whodunit? That is the question explored as Daniels leads his
audience through the twists and turns of a complex plot that introduces
some of magic’s greatest luminaries of the past into this original mystery. He offers more than a few suspects, some likely motives, and a few
red herrings, and he keeps the final revelation just out of the audience’s
grasp, yet making sure that all the requisite clues are in plain view.
Cardini, Houdini, T. Nelson Downs, and
others are seen in film clips projected onto a
large screen that frequently descends into
view. There’s an inspired moment when
Daniels casually walks behind the screen as
a forgotten magician is seen running through
his manipulative routine, which is captured

Brett’s years of experience utilizing state-of-the-art video projection for close-up
sequences in his stage shows is put to good use in Wohscigam.
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In addition to the large center-stage projection screen there are nine other video screens scattered about the theater,
giving even those seated in the back row of the theater a good view of the tabletop magic sequences.
in the shaky, grainy way of old film stock. But, wait a moment! Isn’t
that Daniels on the screen walking behind the artist in perfect synchronization with what we’re seeing live? That’s another moment of magic
that just happens without any advance notice or build-up. If you’re not
paying attention you’ll miss it.
Wohscigam is a true multi-media experience. There’s Daniels’ live
magic, filmed magic, live narration, recorded narration, and even a pantomimed tableau recreation of the murder done twice — the second time
with some of the obfuscation removed as scenic walls come down and
we can see what really happened on that fateful, fatal night long ago.
Why does close-up overshadow Daniels’ standard fare of grand illusion? Brett is one of the few magicians who’s equally adept at mega

What better place than beneath one of the cups of the
classic Cups and Balls to find a signed card that just
could be a clue to whodunit in Wohscigam?

stage illusions or immaculate sleight of hand. Who can forget his take
on the Disembodied Princess, his bittersweet homage to Marilyn
Monroe, and the breath-taking appearance of a real, full-size fighter jet
onstage at the Gold Strike Casino in Mississippi and in Branson?
Devotees of masterful manipulations will now witness Brett’s performance of a Miser’s Dream with huge coins and a pretty coin ladder, the
production of numerous watches, a Coins-through-Glass sequence with
a killer finish, a Cups and Balls routine that has a climax that truly
sneaks up on you, and more four Ace effects than can be remembered.
After April’s test shows, forms were available for audience feedback,
so that Brett and his staff could determine what magic worked, and what
didn’t. “Too many card tricks,” was a comment heard. The intricate
mystery was too complex for some folks to follow, so the plot needs
some polishing. There were some technical slips, as happens with all
shows early in their existence. There never seems to be enough time to
rehearse everything.
Adding to all the last-minute anxiety was Brett’s unfortunate bout
with laryngitis during the first show. It became so acute that an
unplanned intermission had to be taken, complete with the star apologizing and asking for his “Mommy,” who was, of course, seated right
up front. However, Brett demonstrated his ability to keep things going
and show grace under pressure. It kept the audience rooting for him.
Daniels admits it’s possible to produce a magic show that will
offend no one, but such a homogenized effort is not something he’s
interested in. One marvels that he’s attempting a production so dark.
Exhibiting little humor and not suggesting that magic is wonderful or
full of joy and surprises, the advertising suggests that children not
attend Wohscigam. In short, it is not a show for everyone. It’s not even
for all magic fans.
Daniels offers up a dark field populated by murderers, con artists,
and cheats. It is a mystery show where nothing is as it seems at first.
And when the bugs get worked out and everything falls into its intricately carved place, it will be a theatrical production admired by those
who appreciate an alternate view of what magic offers.
David Seebach has produced his share of dark shows. Each fall
since 1991 his Illusions in the Night, the only illusion show designed specifically to scare an audience, appears in a historic Milwaukee theater that is haunted. O
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